
Calexica Rapunzel, acclaimed lesbian novelist 
and agitator, has won the coveted LAGAI endorse-
ment for the Democratic presidential nomination, 
easily beating out the other 24 candidates.

“If Joe Biden is the most electable, I’m the 
most delectable,” Rapunzel said. “I’ve never lost 
an election, as opposed to Biden, who lost bids 
for the nomination twice. And I’ve never sexually 
assaulted anyone, put anyone in prison or taken a 
DNA test. I’m clean as a whistle – that is, a whistle 
that hasn’t been sitting in a drawer at CUAV for 
two years.”

CUAV, the San Francisco group organized to 

prevent anti-queer violence, hands out whistles at 
the annual LGBT pride celebrations.

Rapunzel further said that she was sure she 
could win the nomination because her name is 
more pronounceable than that of Pete Buttigieg. 
“And I have the most recognizable hair,” she said.

She will release details of her platform in the 
coming weeks.

“We’re all in on free abortion on demand,” she 
said. “But we’re still working out our language on 
magic mushrooms.” She pointed out her savvy use 
of the royal we.

Rapunzel Twists The Race

cops OUT of the Dyke March
The first SF Dyke March was held in June 1993, on the Saturday evening before Pride. Unlike 
Pride, which had already become a huge corporate sponsored event with police barricades and 
commercial floats, the Dyke March didn’t get a police permit, and was against the patriarchy. 
It marched down 18th past the women’s building, and up to an unpermitted street party at 16th 
and Market. The early Dyke March committees included a bunch of radical, anti-imperialist 
dykes. It eventually evolved to include a pre-party in Dolores Park. 
A few years ago, the March was moved to 5 p.m. to accommodate the neighbors. Shortly 
thereafter, an increasing number of police first lined the march, and then in the past couple 
of years, a police contingent actually stepped out in front of the march. Last year the cops in-
terfered with the Dykes on Bikes contingent, and kept some of them away. According to dyke 
march committee members the sfpd has snipers on the buildings.
This is not the Cop March, it’s the Dyke March. Cops don’t make us feel safe, they make many of us, particularly dykes of color, feel unsafe. 

Take Back the Dyke March -- cops OUT 
Meet 4:30 p.m., Saturday, June 29 

on the steps of Mission High School on Dolores 
Don’t be late! 

June has sprung. You can tell by the rainbow lights on 
San Francisco City Hall, the rainbow patches on SF police 
department uniforms, and the wall-to-wall coverage of 
sanitized gay history on NPR and the shiny pages of New 
York Magazine.

This year being Stonewall 50, fifty years since June 28, 
1969, the coverage is more wall-to-wall, and both more and 
less varied. There have been some big efforts to unwhitewash 
the histories propagated by such luminaries as HRC and the 
producers of that terrible Stonewall movie where a young 
white man from Indiana throws the first punch and wakes all 
the New Yorkers from their complacency. The crucial roles 
played by Marsha P. Johnson, Ms. Major and Sylvia Rivera 
in kicking off and following up the exuberant uprising in the 
streets around the Stonewall Inn have become part of the 
mainstream narrative, and that’s a great thing.

But the celebrity culture that has flourished with social 
media, along with the consolidation of traditional media, 
seems to make incorporating multiple narratives even more 
difficult than it used to be. A few iconic transwomen of 
color become stand-ins for a giant movement that included 
many thousands of dykes, faggots, drag queens, butches, 
genderbenders, draft dodgers, revolutionary communists, 
anarchists and more.

Pretty much every action or campaign LAGAI has ever 
worked on has been excised from the new “hidden queer his-
tories” exhibitions and panels cropping up in every city in the 
country. When gay historian Lillian Faderman is interviewed 
on KPFA radio, she talks about how the gay men and lesbians 
finally came together in 1978 to defeat the Briggs Initiative, 
Proposition 6, which would have outlawed LGBT teachers. 
What she doesn’t mention is the efforts to forge a progressive 

coalition to defeat that initiative along with the other Briggs 
Initiative, Proposition 7, which reinstated the death penalty. 

Groups like Lesbians Against Police Violence (San 
Francisco), Lavender Left (Los Angeles), Queer to the Left 
(Chicago), Bay Area Gay Liberation, Out of Control Les-
bian Committee to Support Women Political Prisoners (Bay 
Area), Queers In Solidarity with Political Prisoners (New 
York), DykeTactics (Philadelphia), Dykes Against Racism 
Everywhere (New York), Stand Together for All Liberation 
(SF Bay Area), Dyke Community Action (Seattle), Revolting 
Lesbians (Bay Area), Candy From Strangers (a Boston gay 
men’s child care collective), Somos Homos (Bay Area queer 
antiwar dance party), Lesbians in Solidarity with the Palestin-
ian People, Queers Against Israeli Apartheid, Queers Under-
mining Israeli Terrorism, Enola Gay (gay men’s anti-nuclear 
affinity group), Fat Dykes from Hell, Women’s International 
Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell (WITCH) rarely get mentions 
in the “inclusive” annals of queer history.

Who remembers the San Francisco march of 1000+ queer 
activists against the u.s. troop buildup in Honduras in 1988 or 
the huge queer protest against the first Gulf War in 1991 (who 
even remembers those wars?)? What about the campaign led 
by Black and White Men Together and LAGAI to get Does 
Your Mother Know to stop selling racist iconography at its 
Castro store, or the protests against racist carding policies 
at bars like Badlands and the Midnight Sun? The counter-
military recruitment contingents brandishing Queers Out of 
Uniform and Homosexual Not Homicidal signs at the 1993 
March on Washington? 

In 1998, LAGAI organized “Crash the Parade,” an art-

Stonewall Wasn’t the Only Riot

continued on page 2
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There are many blank spots in the new exhibit at the 
jewish community center in san francisco. It is called La 
Frontera:  Artists Respond to the US-Mexico Border Crisis 
and there were works from 36 artists covering issues of im-
migration, asylum, detainment.  But within the first month 
of the exhibit which opened in April, the center removed 
all artwork that drew connections between the israeli Wall 
Barrier in the West Bank and the u.s. Mexican border wall. 
Eight of the artists represented in the exhibit have signed 
a letter promising to withdraw their work in protest of this 
censorship.  The show’s curator agrees.

The curator of the exhibit, David J. De la Torre, a 
freelancer who previously led the Mexican Museum, said 
that community center leadership discouraged his original 
proposal for a show themed around walls throughout history 
because it would’ve opened the door to work referencing the 
West Bank barrier. Sounds like that would have been a better, 
more complete kind of show.

One of the eight artists, Lucia Gonzalez Ippolito, had 
done a colored pencil drawing that showed the u.s.-Mexico 
border wall becoming the West Bank Barrier, which is 
considered a symbol of the apartheid in Israel, along with 
imagery related to the Syrian refugee crisis. Ippolito called 
her drawing’s exclusion an attempt to suppress comparisons 
of Israeli and American immigration policy. “I was hoping 
people would consider the connection between the U.S.-
Mexico border and the Israel-Palestine wall,” she said, noting 
President Donald Trump often cites the West Bank barrier 
as a model for his U.S.-Mexico border wall. 

The JCC is part of the national zionist campaign to 
squelch and criminalize criticism of israel and support for 
Palestine. We would love to see a separate show of those 
works pulled by the JCC. 

Exhibit Censored by JCC
The Grow our CCSF Coalition includes Jobs with 

Justice, AFT 2121, Community Housing Partnership, San 
Francisco Rising Alliance, and the CCSF Student Assem-
bly. They all testified at the Joint City, School District and 
City College Select Committee (whew) which met for the 
first time on May 10th in City Hall. The chancellor of CCSF 
spoke first and said he wants to cut 10% of classes (242) in a 
range of subjects and somehow this will result in an increased 
enrollment of 12%.  

Then a speaker from the CCSF Student Assembly 
pointed out that the focus on “productivity” results in a worse 
teacher to student ratio and larger classes, both of which 
counter the goal of increasing equity. A goal the chancel-
lor claims to endorse. Some of the cuts would lead to the 
decimation of programs like American Sign Language and 
Filipino Studies just to name a few.

The AFT 2121 Executive Director spoke and connected 
the CCSF funding problems to the chronic underfunding of 
public education, the displacement of families from SF, and 
the fallout from the accreditation crisis. She noted that AFT 
and the students were fighting to keep a healthy class size and 
that eliminating classes shrinks access and threatens funding. 
As a result, she said, it may be time for San Francisco, one of 
the wealthiest cities in the nation, to consider an investment 
through the creation of a “Community Higher Education 

Fund (CHEF)” to support the classes our community needs 
and deserves.

Dozens of people spoke during public comment, includ-
ing a neighbor of the Ocean Campus who said, “Education is 
growth, education is exploration. It’s not a Guided Pathway 
where you get people by the nose and tell them what they 
can take.” In the end, Supervisor Matt Haney said the city 
should look for more ways to help City College. “City Col-
lege has saved people’s lives,” he said. “We need to expand 
it. Not downsize.” No to a 1/3 cut to CCSF!!

The justification used for the cuts is that the college 
doesn’t have enough money to continue serving the needs 
of our community, yet, the cuts even include classes with 
healthy enrollments that would bring in revenue to the col-
lege.

This is the 50th anniversary of the victory to implement 
Ethnic Studies at SFSU, it is tragic to see our own diversity 
classes at CCSF on the chopping block. These classes are 
the bedrock of equity and our pride in the diversity of san 
francisco.

To get more involved in the Grow our CCSF Coalition, 
contact Athena Waid: awaid@aft2121.org or visit www.
aft2121.org.

No to a Downsized City College

As reported and discussed in UltraViolet many times 
over the last few years, 21 young people sued the u.s. 
government in 2015. The suit contends that the federal 
government pursued energy policies that caused climate 
change even though it knew for more than a half-century 
that carbon emissions would destabilize the climate. The 
government’s failure to forestall the effects of climate 
change, the suit alleges, violated future generations’ con-
stitutional right to live in a “climate system capable of 
sustaining human life.” The case hinges on the question of 
whether the Constitution guarantees such a right.

In the fall of 2018, a District Court judge ruled that 
the case, Juliana vs United States, could go forward.  Her 
sweeping 54-page opinion laid the foundation by establish-
ing a new right for the children and teens (now some are 
adults): a right to expect they could live in a stable climate, 
“a stable climate system is quite literally the foundation of 
society, without which there would be neither civilization 
nor progress.”

In March 2019, fifteen new amicus briefs were filed by 
environmentalists, religious, business and women’s groups 
and eight members of congress including a ‘Young People’s 
Brief’ signed by 30,000.  All the briefs were pushing for 
an end to all the delays.

In June 2019, a hearing began before a 3 member ap-
peals court panel. They will decide if the lawsuit can go 
forward to the whole appeals court.  The department of 
inJustice has been fighting the case since 2015. It has made 
multiple attempts to have the case thrown out, and has asked 
the Supreme Court to halt the case twice; both requests were 
declined. Lawyers for the plaintiffs are optimistic but no 
one really knows.

UltraViolet will be following this and letting all our 
readers know if, in fact, there is a constitutional right to 
survival in a world of rising sea levels and climate chaos.

Is There Climate Justice?

Dr. Rabab Abdulhadi, the director of SF State’s Arab and 
Muslim Ethnicities and Diasporas (AMED) Studies program 
has been targeted yet again by Zionists, this time at UCLA, 
where she spoke as a guest lecturer in an anthropology course. 
Rabab had been invited by Dr. Kyeyoung Park to speak on 
“Islamophobia and the Attacks against Palestine Organizing 
and Scholarship.”

The question and answer period after Rabab’s talk was 
interrupted by two students who shouted over her. Although 
Rabab remained calm, and said she respected the students 
and their differing views, complaints were filed with school’s 
office of civil rights, which announced it is investigating Dr. 
Park and Dr. Abdulhadi. Several organizations have written 
statements supporting the two professors, including Califor-
nia Scholars for Academic Freedom, the UCLA Anthropol-
ogy Graduate Student Association, and the LA office of the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations. 

Meanwhile, federal Judge William Orrick, who had dis-
missed the lawfare suit against Rabab and SF State initially 
filed in 2017 and refiled last year, in May declined to issue 
financial sanctions against lawfare. The suit had alleged that 
Rabab and the ethnic studies association had discriminated 
against the Hillel organization in the organization of a “know 
your rights” fair in 2017, as well as a protest of a speech of 
the Jerusalem mayor. Orrick found the suit without merit and 
had given specific instructions on what would be necessary to 
refile it. Instead, lawfare refiled it with essentially the same 
information, and Judge Orrick against dismissed it. 

Last year, lawfare filed a new suit on the same issues in 
state court against SF State under the California Civil Rights 
Act. This suit does not name Rabab.

Rabab filed a civil rights suit in federal court last year, 
against SF State alleging that administrators had denied her 
resources, failed to adequately protect her from Islamophobia 
on campus including posters appearing to target her and other 
Palestinians on campus, and “subjected her to excessive and 
unwarranted scrutiny and requirements not endured by white 
male professors, U.S. born, and/or non-Muslim professors.”

Last month SF State also refused to authorize a Palestine 
Travel Abroad trip hosted by An-Najah National University, 
in Nablus, Palestine. The US Campaign for the Academic and 
Cultural Boycott of Israel and other groups have sent letters 
to SF State protesting cancellation of this trip. 

Attacks on Dr. Rabab 
Abdulhadi Continue

the arrest of hundreds of solidarity protesters and bystand-
ers in San Francisco), we busted into the parade with our Its 
Right to Rebel burning police car banner, to remind queers of 
the revolutionary heritage of Stonewall and Dan White Night. 

Many years before Chelsea Manning courageously 
resisted a grand jury, lesbians Shelly Miller and Pam Fa-
dem did the same. Susan Saxe, a member of the Weather 
Underground, turned herself in when the FBI started coming 
after lesbian communities they thought might be hiding her.

Stonewall Wasn’t the Only Riot
continued from page 1

The real story of queer liberation is not a simple tale of 
rich white gay men and lesbians on one side and trans people 
of color on the other. It’s a story of multiracial coalitions and 
difficult but rich relationships within and across intersecting 
identities. It’s a story of love and struggle, hard meetings and 
standing up for one another, feeling betrayed and working 
through shit. It’s about grassroots organizations and affinity 
groups as well as nonprofits and people running for office. 

Maybe in the next fifty years we can figure out how to 
write a history that acknowledges it all.
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by Kate
Last fall, watching footage of a caravan of desperate 

people making its way through Central America and Mexico, 
headed for the borders at El Paso and San Diego, I wanted to 
do something. A friend sent me a Facebook invitation from 
a group called the Bay Area Migrant Caravan Welcoming 
Committee, and I decided to check it out. It was a loose 
network of anarchists, faith leaders, immigrant advocacy 
groups and immigrant organizers. I had visions of a group 
of us going to the edge of u.s.-controlled territory holding 
up signs saying, “You are welcome,” or even cross into 
Mexico and try to escort people back into the u.s., kind of 
like doing Checkpoint Watch in Palestine. I had also heard 
that the groups providing food and shelter for the people 
on the caravan needed help cooking, shopping and getting 
people to places they could sleep. The Welcoming Commit-
tee organizers, though, had talked with people in the border 
cities (both u.s. and Mexico), and concluded that mostly, 
we should encourage people to stay home, send money if 
possible to the groups already working on the ground, and 
try to find Bay Area sponsors for people who wanted to 
relocate here whenever they made it into the country and 
out of detention.

Someone asked Rev. Deborah Lee, director of the 
Movement for Human Integrity, an interfaith group that 
organizes accompaniment teams for immigrants in San 
Francisco and the East Bay, how many sponsors they cur-
rently had. We were shocked when she said only about eight. 
The Welcoming Committee decided to host an event about 
how to support the caravan, and set a goal of recruiting 30 
sponsors at that meeting.

When I and a Gay Shame member identified ourselves 
as representing queer groups, organizers said that a lot of 
people from the queer caravan, which had split off from the 
main group, wanted to come to the Bay Area. They asked 
if we could help recruit sponsors. I said sure, confident that 
it wouldn’t be that hard to find people willing to provide a 
few months of housing and food for some nice lesbian, gay 
or trans person from Honduras or Guatemala. That turned 
out to be the first of many things about which I was naïve.

Although LAGAI – which at its founding in 1983 stood 
for Lesbians and Gays Against Intervention in Latin America 
– has its roots in the Central America solidarity movements 
of the early eighties in the Bay Area, times have changed a 
lot. Those of us who marched for the FMLN in El Salvador 
and went to pick coffee in Nicaragua are not as young as 
we were thirty-five years ago (obviously). We’re not living 
in big group houses which can easily absorb another person 
or two. Housing is so scarce and expensive here, long-time 
residents, including many activists, are actually moving to 
cheaper places so they can retire. Retired people who own 
houses are either using them for kids and grandkids or elderly 
parents (or both), or renting them out to supplement pension 
and Social Security so they can afford to stay in the Bay.

Long story short, few queers in the Bay Area can actu-
ally provide several months of free housing for refugees.

A group of queer activists from LAGAI and QUIT! 
and a few other people we knew met with the accompani-
ment coordinator for Nueva Esperanza, a project begun by 
the Movement for Human Integrity. She explained what it 
means to sponsor someone out of ICE detention, which is 
not the same as sponsoring someone for a green card, or 
legal permanent residency. Nearly all of the people arriv-
ing on the caravans are requesting asylum in the u.s. That 
means they are asserting that they will be persecuted if they 
have to return home. The sponsor is basically responsible 
for giving the asylum seeker a “safe, comfortable” place to 
sleep when they are released from ICE custody (because 
ICE detention is so comfortable?). The sponsor cannot be 
held liable for any actions of the asylum seeker in the u.s., 
including whether they show up for court dates or check-ins, 
or whether they need public assistance. The sponsor does not 
have to cover the asylum seeker’s expenses until they are 
able to work, although the organizations that match sponsors 
with asylum seekers ask sponsors to provide the person with 
food, transportation, some clothing (most people arrive with 
very little) and housing for at least six months.

If someone offers to sponsor an asylum seeker, the 
asylum seeker (or an attorney acting on their behalf) will 
file an application for “parole,” meaning release from jail. 
It’s up to whichever ICE agent reviews the application to 
decide if the sponsor qualifies. They have to have an income 
deemed sufficient to provide basic necessities to the asylum 
seeker, which ICE considers at least 125% of poverty level, 
or about $32,000 a year. (The Santa Fe Dreamers project 
website, which recruits sponsors for Trans and Queer im-
migrants, says “individuals must have a steady source of 
income, be a lawful permanent resident or citizen in the 
United States, have a clean criminal record, and have or be 
willing to develop LGBTQ+ competencies and awareness 
of trauma-informed care.”) Samantha, the accompaniment 
coordinator, told us that sponsors had been rejected because 
they had been arrested for civil disobedience actions, even if 
they hadn’t been convicted. That cut out at least two-thirds 

of the people in our group, although she also said that if 
we applied and were rejected, that would not count against 
the person if they tried again with another sponsor. But it’s 
another potential stumbling block for most of the queer 
activists we know.

So my big dreams of forming a bunch of affinity groups 
made up of queer activists with connections to the Latin 
America solidarity movements fizzled, but I and some 
other LAGAI folks have participated in various aspects of 
accompanying and hosting a few refugees from Honduras. 
Since I don’t speak much Spanish, I can’t do much direct 
support (although some people are managing to use Google 
Translate to communicate across language barriers), but I 
took responsibility for helping find a lawyer for one couple 
and have researched emergency housing options and places 
to get trauma counseling and job placement assistance. Suf-
fice it to say, none of it is simple.

All you need is law(yers)
Nueva Esperanza gave us a list of about 40 organiza-

tions and a few private attorneys who do asylum cases pro 
bono (free) or at very low cost. Some members of our team 
also knew of organizations that were not on the list or private 
lawyers who had helped friends of theirs get asylum, and I 
got some other names from people at the National Lawyers’ 
Guild. A few of us divided up these contacts and got to work 
calling them. I quickly learned that there are two kinds of 
asylum cases. One is called “affirmative cases.” These are 
situations where someone who is in the country on another 
type of visa – tourist, student, temporary work visa, and 
wants to adjust their status. They can also be undocumented, 
as long as they are not in deportation proceedings.

Affirmative asylum cases must normally be filed within 
a year of entering the u.s., unless there’s been some change 
in the home country (the election of an anti-gay president 
in Brazil, for instance, might be grounds for an exception) 
or a few other exceptional circumstances. These affirmative 
cases don’t involve going to court; you file a form and go 
for an interview, and then go back to find out the decision. 
There’s an appeals process but it still does not involve go-
ing to court. More than 70% of asylum claims are rejected, 
but you are far more likely to win if you have a lawyer, so 
human rights organizations have been soliciting funds from 
various foundations to help people through the process. 
Oasis Legal Services, which does affirmative asylum cases 
pro bono for LGBTQIA+ refugees in the Bay Area, says 
that they win 99% of their cases.

Asylees who have been in ICE detention, or otherwise 
have deportation orders against them, have “defensive” 
cases. They have to prove their claims in court. That is more 
labor-intensive, and therefore, very few organizations or 
individuals take defensive cases pro bono. I would estimate 
that 30 of the 40 groups on the list we were given said they 
did not do defensive cases. The LGBT Asylum Project of-
fered to do it for a “low bono” rate of $4,000-5,000. Some 
of the private practitioners I was referred to said they would 
charge $200 for an initial consultation.

The main organizations that do defensive cases in this 
area, La Raza Centro Legal and the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Civil Rights, have waiting lists of six months or more. 
Another legal clinic told me they were not doing these 
cases right now, but I could check back in a couple weeks. 
(Try and figure that one out.) We got all excited when one 
lawyer’s receptionist said she would likely take the case, 
but when the asylum seekers called her, she answered the 
phone and was very annoyed and said she doesn’t do that 
kind of cases period. Catholic Charities and CARECEN, an 
organization in the San Francisco Mission District begun 
by and for Central American refugees fleeing the dictator-
ships in the seventies and eighties, both have legal clinics 
that take walk-ins, so we were prepared to tell the women 
they had to get up at the crack of dawn to wait in line. 
Fortunately, before we got to that point, the nice people at 
Oasis told me about the Social Justice Collaborative, which 
was started by Guild members who are UC Berkeley law 
alumni. Their website said that they have a clinic every 
Tuesday and Wednesday at their Berkeley office, and the 
first twelve people in line get numbers. They opened at 9, 
so our friends got there at about 8:30 and got the last num-
ber for that day, and the lawyer they spoke with ended up 
agreeing to represent them pro bono.

That, it turned out, was the easy part.

“Refugees,” “asylum seekers” and other 
bureaucratic distinctions

If you look up “Refugee Resettlement Bay Area” on the 
internet, you will find information from a lot of nonprofit 
organizations that say they offer amazing services for people 
fleeing war and persecution. The International Rescue Com-
mittee says they provide assistance with housing, career 
counseling and training, education and empowerment. Jewish 
Family and Children Services of the East Bay has a LGBT 
Refugee Services Program, whose website says it provides 
services including support with the migration process, as-
sistance with transitional housing, help enrolling in benefits 
programs, assistance navigating the health care system, 
providing referrals to local services, providing counseling 
and mental health services, assistance finding educational and 
vocational resources, outreach to LGBT social and cultural 
groups, volunteer support with social integration, life skills, 
and learning English.

Sadly, none of these services are available to the people 
who arrive via the caravan, or others like them. We con-
sider everyone fleeing war, climate change and persecution 
“refugees,” but legally, there’s a big distinction between 
“refugees” and “asylum seekers.” To the u.s. government, a 
“refugee” is someone who has been granted asylum outside 
the country, usually from a third country. As previously men-
tioned, most applications for asylum are denied, but for those 
who are accepted, the state department funds organizations 
like IRC and JFCS to help resettle them. They are authorized 
to work right away, and many have studied English while 
waiting for their asylum claims to be processed, which can 
take years.

Anyone who wants asylum but has not been granted it 
is called an “asylum seeker.” They are legally entitled to file 
asylum claims at any port of entry, but they are still put into 
detention as unauthorized immigrants. In the media, ICE 
spokespeople say that’s because lots of them are dangerous 
criminals, but when pressed, they acknowledge that very few 
have criminal records in their home countries. Although ICE 
has these onerous requirements for sponsors – someone we 
knew was rejected even though she met all the requirements 
– hundreds of asylum seekers are released with no sponsors 
and no warning, when ICE detention centers get too over-
crowded. They are always overcrowded; a New York Times 
article at the end of May said that a federal inspection of the 
El Paso del Norte detention center found 155 people being 
held in a cell meant for 35, and that people were standing 
on toilets and sleeping in shifts. 

People are often released in the middle of the night, with 
nowhere to go and no money or clothes. They are usually 
taken to a bus station, where if they’re lucky, volunteers 
from Catholic Charities or Pueblo Sin Fronteras give them 
a backpack with some granola bars, water and clean under-
wear (from time to time calls go out to send care packages; 
I did it one time; though it’s probably better to send money 
which you can do at https://www.pueblosinfronteras.org). 
If they have a relative or friend somewhere in the u.s. who 
is willing to put them up for a while, Catholic Charities or 
another nonprofit will usually buy them a bus ticket. 

The websites of all the organizations that do “Refugee 
Resettlement” have little notes on them that say they do not 
work with “asylum seekers.” The numbers of official refugees 
being admitted has plummeted under the trump administra-
tion, though it was never as high as it should have been. 
Between 2013 and 2016, between 70,000 and 85,000 were 
admitted per year; in 2017, it dropped to just under 54,000 
and in 2018 to an all-time low of 22,491. The administration’s 
stated ceiling for this year is 30,000. Meanwhile, they expect 
to process 280,000 asylum seekers. So a lot of resources are 
available for the relatively small group of “refugees”, while 
very few are available for the vast majority of those who 
arrive in the country as asylum seekers. 

That said, things for refugees are not great either. The 
film “Unsettled,” which will be showing at Frameline (which 
for the fifth year in a row has no israeli sponsorship – cue 
drumroll) follows four queer refugees – a gay man from 
Syria, a lesbian couple from Angola and an HIV+ trans per-
son from Congo – as they resettle in the Bay Area. They all 
spoke excellent English before they arrived, two of them had 
been to college, they had organizations helping them, two of 
them were authorized to work, but most of them had trouble 
actually getting and keeping jobs. Three of the four had pe-
riods of homelessness during the time covered by the film.

I walked across Mexico and all I got was 
this lousy ankle bracelet?

The one thing ICE does give asylum seekers upon re-
lease is ankle monitors, which they cannot remove, but which 
can cause skin irritations or foot pain. They don’t have to 
pay for them but they are required to replace the batteries if 
they wear out. They can allegedly get the monitors removed 
if they are able to get a passport from their home country, 

What I didn’t know about immigration

continued on page 8
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Those of us incarcerated can appreciate the fact that 
president trump was able to get the First Step Act approved.  
It was very interesting to witness the results of such an action. 

However, more needs to be done not to mention that on 
the state level the system is broken.  All across America we 
have been calling for help. Very little has been done.

We continue to see in the state population those who suf-
fer with lie threatening chronic medical issues.  Also an aging 
population.   I have seen so many men die to the point I fear 
of dying in prison. A great percentage of us are concerned, 
will we be next?  Especially when the medical treatment is 
beyond poor and broken.

All the state is concerned with the ‘MONEY’ and not 
our lives.  All one has to do is judge the professionalism that 
they lack, the way we are treated … like thrown away sav-
ages.  This very conduct takes away from those nurses and/
or medical staff that treat us more than fair.  They go out of 
their way to help us and even stand with us.  And are told 
they are treating us too much like humans.

So the entire system is BROKEN and something needs 
to be done to send us home.  We already know that the sen-
tencing guidelines do not work.  Just look at what has caused 
MASS INCARCERATION in the first place? So many black 
men have fallen victim to a system that has created MASS 
INCARCERATION.  Those who have been elected have 
created a life threatening system that has turned into quick-
sand. If anyone can help or want to help, please contact me. 
Antonio L Ripley, Licensed Minister #0344995, Nashville 
C.I. PO Box 600, Nashville TN 27856

[ed. note: the First Step Act attempts to reform the 
federal prison system of the United States of America, The 
act, among many provisions, retroactively applies the Fair 
Sentencing Act, , restricts the use of restraints on pregnant 
women, expands compassionate release for terminally ill 
patients, places prisoners closer to family in some cases, 
mandates de-escalation training for correctional officers and 
employees, and improves feminine hygiene in prison. The 
Act was due to go into effect last April.]

More Needs to be Done
Today I feel like I hit the jackpot! I found a portion of 

your paper and “man oh man”. I want a subscription and I’d 
like to put this in your paper:  The LGBTQ community here 
at the Oregon State Penitentiary is proud to announce that 
we have been allowed to form our own support group.  We 
are the “Equality Eight”. We have speakers from the outside 
come in and since we are only a few months old, we lack 
resources for LGBTQers  returning to the outside world.  So, 
the $64,000 question; would any of your readers know of 
anything available?  Mainly housing and employment oppor-
tunities.  If so, please contact me at Angel Gomez #5822493, 
O.S.P. 2605 State St Salem OR 97310

The 2-spirit prison population is growing due to the 
growing number of out Native Americans.  Here is a group 
that advocates for them. Lavender 2-Spirit Foundation 
c/o S Soria, 3924 Hogue Ave, Stockton CA 95204. Omie J 
Williams #BD5287, Corcoran S.P. 4/AR#4, PO Box 3476, 
Corcoran CA 93212

Hello to whom this may concern.  My name is Lo 
and I’m a lesbian that’s currently at California Institution 
for Women.  I started a LGBTQ group here at this prison 
two years ago. I’m requesting UltraViolet and I’m having 
people in our community write to you guys.  Thank you. 
LD, Corona CA

Esteemed Cultural Shamans and Activists:  Recently 
I was given a copy of your excellent paper.  WOW! It sure 
brought it back for me; the activism and clear-thinking found 
in the words of the paper were not only on point but well 
written. I am interested in writing for your paper. I have been 
involved with a variety of activism from ACT-UP NYC, 
founding the first needle exchange to medicinal usage of 
cannabis in both NYC and California. Currently I write for 
the prison paper here at Avenal S.P. in Avenal CA where I 
am currently incarcerated. The column I started and wrote 
for is called “Health Reboot”. I appreciated the obit done 
for John Iverson in the Spring 2019 issue. I knew John as 
an activist and notably through the health facility I started 
call CHAMP in San Francisco.  He was a very committed, 
resourceful and hard working person. I appreciate all of your 
efforts... VH, Avenal CA

I’ve been getting the newsletter ‘UltraViolet’ for a 
while now but never thought about submitting an article until 
this morning. I just received my Spring 2019 issue and after 
reading it, I was compelled to write. That being said…I’ll 
say this…thank you for producing a newsletter strictly for us 
LGBTQI people. We get a whole lot of hate and not enough 
love. I am a bi-sexual, Black man doing time in Ohio and 
my heart is in the hands of a transgender named Sherry B. 
To my community…continue to do ya’ll [best] and love one 
another through all the madness and chaos. Our naked truth 
is our sexuality and sexual preference. You’re not wrong for 
being real and authentic.  Love your life.  Love yourself. Pray 
for the haters.  Gay is here to stay!!! They better get used to 
us. DJ, Toledo OH

Thank you for the newspaper.  It was encouraging to 
read about efforts to exclude the police from Pride parades 
and celebrations. It is nice to see that someone gets it and 
realizes that the police are not their friends and only make 
things worse.  Maybe a society does need some form of 
police, in the same way that there needs to be garbage col-
lectors and sewer workers but it is nothing to be proud of 
and the police in the u.s. certainly do much more harm than 
good.  Thank you again for telling the truth and speaking 
out.  CF, Torrington WY

 I am from Iran and was wrongfully convicted in Texas 
not based on evidence but based upon my nationality.  My 
question to you is – how can I get the help from social media 
and state officials to change me into what I want to be; a 
transgender!? This is inside me since I was little.  But I grew 
up in Iran and you know that was impossible. Can you get 
me support from the outside world please?  Ahmad Peyravi  
#1162216 Hughes Unit, Rte 2, Box 4400 Gatesville TX 76597

Dear LAGAI, I have recently joined a LGBTQ human 
rights advocacy and support network.   For the LGBTQ 
family: if you need help  with a problem you are having or 
want to be a member, contact The GSM Advocacy & Support 
Network, Mrs. Karla R Wilcox-Nelson, 725 Locust St NE 
Salem OR 97301. GG, Tehachapi  CA

I am not only a long time subscriber to your newslet-
ter but I am also an even longer resident of San Francisco.  I 
decided, well the government actually decided, that I would 
enjoy (yeah, right) a temporary (not life) visit at one of their 
wonderful facilities in sunny California.  I am writing this 
letter because every time I read your newsletter you always 
include a letter from the Shorts From Inside section from 
someone I would love to correspond with.  The problem is 
that there is never any address included.  While the BOP 
prohibits me from corresponding with persons currently 
incarcerated with other FEDERAL PRISONERS, there is no 
prohibition with communicating with persons in state, county, 
city facilities.  So my question is whether there is any way to 
get the addresses of the various persons who write or is that 
verboten (I have always wanted to use that word)... In any 
event, thank you for your news, it is great to have a voice 
on the outside speaking in.  Damian Nino #96899-011 FCI 

Shorts From Inside
Lompoc FCI, 3600 Guard Rd, Lompoc CA 93436

I have nothing but wisdom and knowledge and I must 
share that or the Great God Allah will take even that.  You 
keep up the good work.  CONSIDER THIS FAMILY: The 
less you deal with certain people, the more your life will 
improve.  Anytime you tolerate mediocrity in others, be they 
friend or family or lover, it speaks to your own...To quote 
Alice Walker, “No person is your friend who demands your 
silence or denies you the right to grow.”   JS, Windsor NC

Just wanted to write in and say UV is great, inspires 
me in my struggle, and others claim I inspire them…so we’re 
making things happen, together.  I’m a transwomyn, down 
25 years, in the NY DOC.  Also transitioning, and pending 
(preop) placement in female facility (maybe…) and evalua-
tion for SRS (!) – but it becomes increasingly dangerous to 
be in general population – NY DOC’s don’t have ‘sensitive 
needs yard’ and only have ‘protective custody’ which is the 
same of SHU (solitary confinement).  I’m out, louder and 
proud.  GQ, Beacon NY

Hello LAGAI and all LGBTQI famm! Today is a 
beautiful day for me and LAGAI’s UV played an important 
role.  Yesterday I received the March/April issue as well as 
receiving the results to my Gender Dysphoria psychological 
evaluation.  I became appropriately diagnosed with GD and 
received my Transgender 128-3C Chrono allowing me to 
purchase feminine hygiene through the canteen on the yard 
and quarterly package programs through the mail.  I identify 
as Gender Non-Conforming, yet I believe this falls under 
Gender Dysphoric Diagnosis.  I am so widely hated by the 
staff in the CDRC.  Yet every day I carry the sword of love 
and shield of your solidarity and battle these struggles, often 
in wanton hopeless desperation  I benefit so much from writ-
ing letters, I encourage it heavily. If anyone out there takes 
the time from now until 2023, I will write back. Bradley 
‘Seagull’ Quinby #AV0665, CA Medical Facility PO Box 
2000, Vacaville CA 95696

Thank you for advocating for prisoners’ rights.  I recent-
ly completed a prison experience using materials that were 
available to me while I was in segregation.  It is a thoughtful, 
introspective presentation of self that guides you through the 
fight for basic rights within a private prison company that is 
currently holding Idaho residents on the Mexican border.  It 
is available for free download at https://bookofirving82431.
com.  You are welcome to share this. Lovingly embattled, 
PI, Boise ID

I am writing in hopes to be included in the many that 
are so lucky to be able to receive the UltraViolet newspaper so 
that I can read it and spread it around to my lesbian peers here 
that would also be more than happy to have some literature 
that we can relate to.  There are so many of us lesbian women 
here that would love to have books and things to read to pass 
our time so that we didn’t have to just sit here in our cells 23 
hours a day with nothing to do, so please don’t hesitate to 
send things I can pass around. The only limits are 3 books 
and magazines weekly.  Bless you and all you do. Your proud 
lesbian friend, Antoinette Pagan #5299218 Century Regional 
Detention Facility, 11705 S Alameda St. Lynwood CA 90262 
[ed. note: books etc must be sent directly from the publisher]

I am a prisoner at MBP MDOC! I am openly Gay 
transgender.  And yes it is tough being Black, young (18 
years old), a transgender and in prison. I am in prison for 
shoplifting (unarmed robbery).  However, I should be home 
April 2020. I would just like to let you know your LAGAI 
articles are very encouraging and motivational for me. I am 
not subscribed a friend of mine lets me borrow hers and once 
I’m reading it, I don’t feel like a prisoner, I feel free. I never 
want to put it down.  Being in prison, it is hard especially 
when you’re the “cutest”, youngest of 3 transgenders on the 
whole compound.  Daily I get harassed and degraded by of-
ficers as well as prisoners!  Everyone is so bias when it comes 
to “OPENLY” gay.  I think we’re so brave for standing firm 
in what we believe.  Thanks for supporting me and others 
while we can’t.  TD, Marquette MI

I’m a transfemale.  I got my hands on one of your old 
prints and could not believe that you had not been shown 
to me.  I am one of the only demigirls that are not afraid to 
stand up to the BOP [Bureau of Prisons] here. Everyone has 
the right to fight to be themselves, you help give them the 
will to do that.  Thank you for that.  Silently speaking, CA, 
Tucson AZ

In remembrance to Roxsanna [Hernandez]and all 
transgender sisters worldwide who have been murdered for 
being their true self, and for trying to find a safe place to live, 
we all need to make a stand and say no more LGBTQ hate 
crimes.  Though we cannot do this by force and violence.  We 
need to show everyone that hate hurts both the person holding 
hate toward another person and the person they release that 
hate upon. In no way has hate or violence ever been good 
for anything or anyone. We need to begin to understand and 
respect those who reject us if we want them to show us re-
spect and understand us.  If neither side is willing to budge 
then we face a never ending battle. So in remembrance of 
all LGBTQ people around the world who have been killed, 
let’s come together and find a peaceful way to end this battle.  
Respectfully, GG, Tehachapi CA

Graphic by Ms Cleveland Wright (Foxxie Bee)#119139, PO 
Box 970, Marianna AR 72360

They Already Have Our 
Freedom

I just want to inform you that I’m in SCI Muncy and 
there is a lot of stuff going on here.  Like that we just got a 
new memo about “Changes to PA DOC Privileged Corre-
spondence”. Also this prison is filled basically to maximum 
capacity.  Anyways, a lot of my friends are lifers and they 
have to adapt to this drastic change along with them and 
other inmates who just received a memo that they are try-
ing to make the prison a smoke free prison.  People who 
have been smoking for years have to quit after July 1, 2019 
because lighters, tobacco and many other tobacco products 
will be considered contraband.  An average of 85% of staff 
and inmates smoke or chew and 15% don’t at all or quit 
already. But a lot of staff and inmates despise this new rule, 
especially inmates.  They feel this way because even though 
they made a few mistakes and have been doing years for it, 
they are still American citizens and even though DOC tries 
to say that we don’t have rights, I feel like we do.  I feel like 
these changes are going to start riots or uproars between 
staff and inmates, staff and staff, and inmates against other 
inmates.  The DOC says they will still let us buy what they 
call E-cigarettes but after long use of it, people can develop 
‘popcorn lung’.  So I just don’t understand why they prison 
is trying to take away the little things we do have when they 
already have our freedom.   Smart Communication PA DOC/
Angelina Alicea #OY5540, SCI Muncy  PO Box 33028. St 
Petersburg, FL 33733
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by Tory
On June 4, in a 10-1 vote the san francisco board of 

stupervisors voted to implement SB 1045, to expand con-
servatorship for people with both psychiatric and substance 
abuse diagnoses, The one vote against was cast by Shamann 
Walton, an African American who expressed fear that this 
new law would be used unfairly to target people of color. 
This a spectacular defeat for the people and indicative of the 
intransigent roll towards fascism.

This vote comes in spite of a months long lobbying 
campaign  by the Voluntary Services First Coalition to defeat 
it. SB 1045, the brain child of scott wiener and pushed by 
london breed and her gay henchman rafael mandelman in 
san francisco, is a hypocritical public relations stunt aimed 
at the incarceration of houseless people. It’s an attempt to 
remove houseless people from the sight of the “upstanding 
techie citizens” overrunning once people of color sf neighbor-
hoods.  The new legislation allows the city to force people 
into court ordered treatment after eight 5150  psychiatric 
holds, placing them under a conservator and depriving them 
of autonomy and decision making.  This law is unneces-
sary as the city already can hold people under the existing 
Lanterman Petris and Short law if they are found gravely 
disabled by health professionals because of psychiatric dis-
ability.  LPS laws have court hearings built in to protect, to 
some degree, people’s civil rights.  The only motivation for 
expanding conservatorship laws is to give the police more 
tools to incarcerate poor unhoused people in a city that has 
long waits for treatment and housing and insane ever rising 
rents and evictions.

Voluntary Services First Coalition (VSFC) is a broad 
coalition of primarily nonprofits including Homeless Action 
Coalition, Senior Disability Action, Health Right 360 and oth-
ers.  In addition Gay shame, LAGAI Queer Insurrection and 
Poor News Network pushed for a more grassroots militant 
approach. VSFC was experienced and adept at the lobbying 
effort at city hall, knowing  all the players the aides, who to 
pressure etc.  The coalition 
also had a number of elo-
quent service providers: 
psychiatrists, harm reduc-
tion advocates and  case 
managers who wrote let-
ters to newspapers, talked 
extensively to city council 
people, citing research 
proving that forced mental 
health treatment DOES 
NOT WORK.  In the end 
nobody really cared.

VSFC had a good 
demonstration with excel-
lent disruption tactics at 
an annoying scott wiener 
town hall.  The campaign 
seemed to be gaining mo-
mentum, with some evidence that at least one of the council 
people, hilary ronen, had expressed doubts about the pro-
posed legislation.  There was some favorable press question-
ing the legislation.  So we all turned out in large numbers 
for the May 13 rules committee hearing, in an effort to get it 
stalled there.  We wore stickers saying DOCS NOT COPS 
and HOUSING NOT HANDCUFFS.  We waved signs de-
manding services.  We gave many speeches.  I spoke angrily 
during public comment about how this oppressive legisla-
tion is nothing short of the california democratic version of 
trumpism pushing real estate and condo development and 
disappearing people of color, poor and queer people who just 
don’t fit into that shiny luxury tech world steam rolling the 
bay area.  The rules committee is made up of hilary ronen, 
gordon mar, and Shamann Walton, who all had reservations 
about the legislation and had the ability to prevent it from 
leaving the rules committee.  However mandelman, who is 
not on the rules committee, was there glowering and  bul-
lying the rules committee members.  The city department 
of health administrators gave lengthy presentations, mostly 
citing the story of one person helped by involuntary treat-
ment, all the while failing to mention that in each case the 
existing laws had allowed for the involuntary treatment and 
the person presented always received excellent services and 
housing.  london breed and  mandelman continue with stud-
ied ignorance to ignore the grotesque lack of real intensive 
case management serves, inadequate treatment on demand 
for substance abuse, and thousands of people waiting for 
shelters on any given day.  One sure fire way to fix the so 
called housing crisis is to build public housing.

On May 13 the three rule committee members, ronen, 
mar and Shamann, held their decision over until the follow-
ing Monday.  We again showed up for public comment, but 
our persuasive common sense arguments notwithstanding, 
the three supervisors referred the implementation of SB 1045 
out of rules committee with no recommendation.  All three 
had spoken against the proposal.  They could have stopped 
the legislation from leaving the committee but the long arm 
of breed and the intense pressure from mandelman prevailed.  

Almost immediately mandelman began saying that if the 
board did not vote in favor of this legislation he would put it 
an initiative on the November ballot.  Amendments were put 
into the language making it slightly more palatable.  These 
were:  an offer of housing prior to any court proceedings, 
a care team involved in the decision making, a deal to get 
funding through the budget for critically needed treatment 
programs (but this is dependent on Board funding), require-
ments for data and evaluation.  breed and mandelman insisted 
on having this plan driven by the police use of 5150 holds as 
the criteria for conservatorship.  Then just days before the full 
vote at the board of stupervisors approving the legislation, 
ronen announced she was calling for a brand new initiative 
for Mental Health for All San Francisco to be placed on the 
November ballot.  The fix was in!

The Voluntary Services First Coalition began with talk-
ing about ameliorating amendments and ended with the same 
discussion.  It took some of us, Gay Shame LAGAI and others 
pushing hard to get a clear opposition campaign to SB 1045.  
In the end the people who were most affected were not really 
part of the pressure.  It is hard for people who fight daily to 
hold on to a tent, living under constant police harassment 
for claiming a piece of sidewalk, to fight city hall.  The 
nonprofits have a working relationship with city hall, must 
keep it cordial, to keep getting much needed money for the 
services for mental health and support for houseless people, 
the myriad of safety net functions they try to provide and  
government just never does!  The VSFC campaign came to 
an abrupt end with the promise by hilary ronen of a Mental 
Health for All ballot initiative and mandelman’s threats of 
putting SB 1045 implementation on the ballot.  

I was left as I always am knowing that nothing less than 
an actual anticapitalist revolution led by the people impacted 
by this evil empire’s vicious greedy practice, will make any 
real change.

REVOLUTION NOW!

Stop Police 
Murders

This year, California assembly person Dr. Shirley Weber, 
San Diego, introduced AB 392, changing the penal code to 
limit the circumstances in which police are allowed to use 
deadly force. 

The bill was initially sponsored by Oakland’s Anti 
Police-Terror Project and the Let Us Live Coalition. As 
introduced, police use of deadly force was allowed only in 
situations where this force was necessary to prevent serious 
bodily harm to the public or the police officer. It also required 
police to attempt de-escalation if possible. The current law, 
which dates back to 1872, permits police to use deadly force 
whenever they deem it “reasonable”, even if there is no 
threat to life or bodily security, and even if safe alternatives 
to deadly force are available.  

Police in California kill community members at a rate 
37 percent higher than the national average, per capita, and 
several of California’s police departments have among the 
highest rates of killings in the country.

Weber had introduced a very similar bill two years ago. 
But since that time, high profile police killings, including the 
Sacramento police murder of cell phone wielding Stephon 
Clark in his grandmother’s backyard, and the subsequent 
weeks of demonstrations, changed the political climate. 
The district attorney’s entirely predictable decision not to 
prosecute the officers brought further attention to California’s 
extremely loose standard. 

Hundreds of organizations signed on to AB 392, and 
demonstrated, phoned, and otherwise supported the bill. Only 
law enforcement opposed it. 

In response to AB 392, state senator Anna Caballero 
introduced the law enforcement backed SB 230, which 
initially wouldn’t have changed the requirements for police  
use of force, but would have provided that police receive 
additional training and develop appropriate written policies. 
It would have retained all the language in the current law 
permitting the use of force to capture any “fleeing felon” 
as well as whenever an officer thought it was “reasonable.” 
As introduced the restrictions on police force would have 
been weaker than language the u.s. supreme kkkourt found 
constitutional in Graham v. Connor (1989).

In April, after AB 392 passed out of the public safety 
committee, the assembly leadership stalled the bill in the 
rules committee, rather than bringing it to the assembly for 
a vote. Due to many groups demanding passage of AB 392 
and opposing SB 230, later in April, SB 230 was amended 
to take out the worst of its language, and tie its implementa-
tion to the passage of AB 392. Then in May, AB 392 was 
amended to include a “reasonableness” standard, rather than 
only necessity. 

Those deeds having been done, both bills were brought to 
a vote at the end of May. AB 392 passed in the assembly with 
no opposition, and now goes to the senate. SB 230 passed in 
the senate, with no opposition, and now goes to the assembly. 

APTP and other organizations supporting AB 392, 
including Pacifica Social Justice, are disappointed in the 
weakening of AB 392. However, APTP and the Let Us Live 
Coalition are still supporting the bills, since they do represent 
some additional limiting on police killings, and in increased 
likelihood that district attorneys may prosecute police. 

Either bill may still be further weakened as it goes 
through the rest of the legislature, and then to the governor 
for his signature. 

Judy Clark’s 
Out! 

Judy Clark was paroled in April and got out of 
prison May 10th after 38 years. The parole board 
cited her advanced age (only 69 but who’s count-
ing), the many years she has served in jail, her 
good institutional record and the numerous actions 
she has taken through the years as factors in the 
decision. Judy was originally convicted of murder 
connected to the 1981 robbery of a Brinks truck 
in Nyack NY.  She was sentenced to 75 years to 
life but governor Cuomo commuted her sentence 
in 2016, making her eligible for parole.

Judy was very active when she was in prison.  
At Bedford Hill S.P. in New York, she helped cre-
ate one of the first AIDs counseling programs for 
women in prison.  It became a model for other 
prisons around the country. In the 1990’s she was 
part of a successful campaign by inmates to open a 
play area in the visiting room to make it easier for 
women to connect with their children.  In addition, 
Judy has trained service dogs (some for law en-
forcement) and taught various educational classes 
including prenatal care to other women inside. 
Over 2000 people, including former inmates and 
prison staff wrote letters in support of her parole.

Welcome home, Judy.  It’s about time.

Fascist Creep
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By Chaya and Deni  
MOVIE REVIEWS
BOOKSMART (review by Deni)
Fun, funny, annoying, progressive, regressive, I found 

this highly rated coming-of-age film often entertaining 
despite its shortcomings. But I read a few critical reviews 
and agreed with them also, so go figure. Directed by actor 
Olivia Wilde (I loved her as the character “13” in the tv 
show House), the film stars Beanie Feldstein (Molly) and 
Kaitlyn Dever (Amy, a lesbian who hasn’t kissed a girl yet) 
both giving good performances as best friend and feminist 
nerdy academics graduating high school with one last night 
to party like everyone else. Amy and Molly’s relationship 
has connection, honesty, humor and progressive politics. A 
good supporting cast includes Jessica Williams of Two Dope 
Queens fame. The film’s message to not judge others based 
on appearances and outward persona is a good one but in its 
zeal to debunk stereotypes the film sometimes feels cartoon-
ish and one-dimensional and the message itself can become 
glib and shallow. The film posits that you can want things you 
don’t believe in politically, but the problem with that here is 
it doesn’t always keep the political/social critique primary. 
(For example, it criticizes Barbie doll bodies but neverthe-
less has Amy be seduced by the image.) Also problematic 
are representations (or lack thereof) about race and class. 
But among the progressive political posters displayed on 
walls throughout the film there was one at the end that said 
Free Palestine! Well, it seems to have actually said “Free 
Palestin” but that was close enough for me. Turns out direc-
tor Wilde is the niece of deceased progressive journalist/
staunch critic of Israel and supporter of Palestine Alexander 
Cockburn. In 2018 Wilde was among a group of actors who 
criticized Trump’s funding cuts to the UN agency for Pal-
estinian refugees. She hasn’t been called an anti-semite yet 
but as her uncle Cockburn said in his 2003 essay “My Life 
as an “Anti-Semite”: “Over the past 20 years, I’ve learned 
there’s a quick way of figuring out just how badly Israel is 
behaving. You see a brisk uptick in the number of articles 
here accusing the left of anti-Semitism.” I’m hoping that 
poster on the wall represents the reported increase in youth 
support for Palestine. 

WILD NIGHTS WITH EMILY (review by Deni)
Written and directed by Madeleine Olnek, who wrote/

directed the 2011 film “Codependent Lesbian Space 
Alien Seeks Same” (how did we miss that one??!). The 

film, starring Molly Shannon of SNL fame, is clever, sexy 
and irreverent, dashing the usual stereotypes and preconcep-
tions about the “reclusive” poet Emily Dickinson, giving us 
instead her caustic humor and a hot lesbian romance. And 
this part is not fiction. It’s based on a 1977 article from award 
winning historian and lesbian Lillian Faderman and a 1998 
book co-published by Martha Nell Smith called Open Me 
Carefully: Emily Dickinson’s Letters to Susan Huntington 
Dickinson. Both article and book document the erotic and 
beautiful letters Emily wrote to her brother’s wife Susan, with 
whom she was involved. There are a couple of scenes dealing 
with slavery and abolition that are confusing and don’t really 
work and some of the acting is awkward but Shannon is great, 
and the relationship between Emily and Susan is delightful. 
Overall, the film is entertaining and moving, demonstrating 
how lesbians have gotten erased from history.

AMAZING GRACE (review by Cole) 
(dir. Sydney Pollack). What a memorable movie! In 

homage to her roots in gospel music, Aretha Franklin per-
formed a two day concert in 1972 in a small Los Angeles 
church backed by the ever so talented Southern California 
Community Choir. Not knowing much about the film before 
attending, I was thrilled to learn that it’s a concert movie - the 
viewer’s pleasure in the music is uninterrupted by any talking 
head’s commentary. Aretha’s repertoire is an interesting bal-
ance of traditional hymns and contemporary pop music - all 
delivered in her trademark heartfelt gospel - infused style. 
The unsophisticated cinematography certainly reflects the 
footage’s age, but actually serves to lend a certain charm.

The movie’s back story is intriguing. Technical problems 
impeded the movie’s initial release; the director was unable 
to synchronize the audio and visual components. Alan Elliot, 
who professed to be captivated by Aretha’s artistry, rescued 
the footage and resolved the lack of synchronicity. What 
this technical genius couldn’t quite comprehend was that 
Aretha might justifiably want some of the proceeds. The 
singer successfully enjoined the film’s screening and negotia-
tions on this question were precluded in part by her health 
problems. Elliott and Aretha’s family were able to reach an 
agreement after Aretha’s passing that permitted the film’s 
current distribution.

The album is one of my all time favorites and my 
enjoyment of the music will forever be enhanced by the op-
portunity to see Aretha perform these selections; her energy 
and commitment to the music were a miracle to behold. How 
fortunate that there’s such a fitting memorial to one of our 
most beloved musicians. RIP Aretha.

US (review by Deni)
In director Jordan Peele’s eagerly awaited film follow-up 

to Get Out, a family is tracked and attacked by a frightening 
group of doppelgangers (doubles of a living person) in this 
combination of horror movie and social commentary. But 
in an interview, Peele said: “After you get over the initial 
realization that you’re watching a black family, you’re just 
watching a movie. You’re just watching people. I feel like it 
proves a very valid and different point than Get Out, which is, 
not everything is about race.” The film features a memorable 
performance by Lupita Nyong’o and other strong acting in-
cluding Elizabeth Moss. It was highly rated by many critics 
but unfortunately not as highly by this one. I didn’t think it 
really held together. Long explanations about the roots of The 
Tethered (as the doppelgangers are called) and their violent 
actions left me feeling kind of huh, so what? And the ending 
felt more like a trick that didn’t work than a revelation. Too 
many themes and too much cinematic and spoken verbiage 
diluted the film’s impact. I saw it with someone who’s seen a 
lot more horror films than I have - he didn’t feel like it even 
worked super-well on that level. But the film has haunting 
moments that remain and it was an interesting attempt by a 
director with a lot to say.

WOMAN AT WAR (review by Deni)
A provocative film about 50-year-old Halla, an Icelan-

dic environmental activist/choir director fighting the local 
aluminum industry with radical environmental direct action 
politics. Stunning Icelandic landscapes of volcanic stone 
mingle with political/strategical analyses and humor (includ-
ing a hilarious musical trio of cymbals and piano who appear 
onscreen at key times). Halla wants to adopt a child from the 
Ukraine. Ultimately, decisions have to be made as choices 
and actions come to a head, with unforeseen twists and turns. 
The acting is strong and the politics bold; it’s worth seeing 
though I was somewhat emotionally disconnected from it.

THE LAST BLACK MAN IN SAN FRANCISCO
Just opened to great reviews but we haven’t seen it yet. 

Watch for our review next issue.
BITS AND PIECES
RED SOX—WHITE HOUSE 
The Boston Red Sox team went to the White House in 

May to be congratulated by Unelected 45 for winning the 
World Series, but manager Alex Cora and 8 players, all Latinx 
or African American, didn’t attend. Player Hector Velazquez, 
who is Mexican, noted 45’s racism toward Mexicans, and 
Cora, who is Puerto Rican, protested 45’s horrendous, rac-
ist handling of aid to Puerto Rico after the devastating 2017 
hurricanes Irma and Maria. Cora: “Unfortunately, we are still 
struggling, still fighting. Some people still lack basic neces-
sities, others remain without electricity and many homes and 
schools are in pretty bad shape almost a year and a half after 
Hurricane Maria struck….  at this moment, I don’t feel com-
fortable celebrating in the White House.” All the players who 
went are white except for Miami-born J.D. Martinez, whose 
family is Cuban. As UltraViolet goes to press, a new disaster 
aid bill that gives $1billion to Puerto Rico was signed by 45 
after being delayed in the Senate for months as 45 repeatedly 
attacked Puerto Rico. Solidarity with the people of Puerto 
Rico – let’s see if that money gets to them.

ALABAMA AND ARKANSAS PUBLIC TV CEN-
SOR GAY WEDDING

Alabama and Arkansas Public Television decided not to 
air the season’s opening episode of the long-running cartoon 
“Arthur” in May. Why? Because the episode features the gay 
wedding of Arthur’s third grade teacher, Mr. Ratburn (a rat, 
of course) to his boyfriend Patrick (an aardvark). Horrors! 
In case you don’t know, Arthur is an 8-year-old aardvark. 
(Thankfully, no PBS stations objected to the inter-species 
aspect of the marriage.) Apparently, Alabama and Arkansas 
Public Television were afraid that parents would find the gay 

marriage content objectionable. We can only assume these 
objections would be to the assimilationist politics of gay 
marriage subverting the radical roots of the Stonewall Re-
bellion. Like us, are they wondering when did gay marriage 
and serving in the military become the proxy for LGBTQ 
liberation? And speaking of cartoons, we heard there was an 
episode on a Cartoon Network show about a lesbian relation-
ship, and we hope their kiss was half as good as the names 
of the characters – Princess Bubblegum and Marceline the 
Vampire Queen. 

ARIZONA DEPT OF CORRECTIONS BANS 
BOOK ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM’S TREAT-
MENT OF BLACK MEN

The publisher of “Chokehold: Policing Black Men” 
(2017) was notified in March that due to the book’s “unau-
thorized content” it was being banned in Arizona prisons. 
Author Paul Butler, a former federal prosecutor and current 
criminal law professor, studies law enforcement and mass in-
carceration in its treatment of African American men. Butler 
doesn’t advocate violence and has no idea what content in 
the book was considered objectionable under Arizona DOC’s 
criteria of prohibited material. The ACLU has called on the 
DOC to reverse the ban, and says it will sue if necessary 
because the ban is unconstitutional. 

NO COPS AT PRIDE
Here, there and everywhere, all over the US controversy 

continues about including cops in Pride. In some cities cops 
are being “divinvited” to Pride, having been originally invited 
by mainstream Pride committees, not by the radical queers 
who started Stonewall and everything else. Here’s what we 
could find out so far about different cities this year as mo-
mentum for No Cops at Pride continues to build.

SF—In SF, Gay Shame has been leading a campaign 
to get cops and corporations out of Pride, as part of its 
strategy against “Rainbow Capitalism.” SF Pride has yet to 
respond to an open letter on Gay Shame’s website calling 
for the SFPD to be barred from Pride events. Gay Shame’s 
campaign is supported by prominent activists such as Miss 
Major Griffin-Gracy (a Stonewall survivor) and the singer/
activist and former Pride Grand Marshall Blackberri. Miss 
Major said, “Why would you invite a shark to swim with you 
naked in the sea, because you like sharks?” 

Sacramento— In the first week of June, the Sacto LGBT 
Community Center (which produces Pride) announced it 
would not allow cops in uniform to participate. A few days 
later the Center leadership reversed itself, saying it had 
reached an agreement including new police department poli-
cies to build trust with the LGBTQ community (whaaa?). 
But there is now growing dissension within the Community 
Center staff who oppose this decision to allow uniformed 
cops (23 staffers as of Pride weekend). Some are demanding 
the board president resign, and will attend alternate LGBTQ 
events. Grand Marshal Ebony Ava Harper, a trans rights ad-
vocate, and some performers have said they won’t participate. 

Portland—The queer caucus of Portland’s Democratic 
Socialists of America chapter sent a letter to Pride Northwest 
demanding an end to its collaborations with major corpora-
tions and the Portland Police. 

NYC—Standing across the street from the Stonewall 
Inn, the Reclaim Pride Coalition of LGBTQ groups an-
nounced in May a countermarch to the NYC Pride parade 
on June 30. The countermarch will have no cops and no 
corporate floats. Yay!!!

WHAT’S IN A NAME? (by Deni) 
You Mocha Column readers know how I feel about the 

TV show Atlanta which I think is incredible (as I’ve said 
many times) as is its creator Donald Glover. Apparently he’s 
read my comments about him in the Mocha Column and is 
giving me a “shout out” in his new short movie Guava Island, 
since the main character that he plays is named Deni Maroon. 
“Deni” is an unusual spelling of the name and there can be no 
other explanation than Donald wanting to let me know he’s a 
MC appreciator. Thanks Donald, back at ya! (Unfortunately, 
it’s only on Amazon Prime so I haven’t seen it, I’m sure he 
and Rihanna are great.)

2 BIG SHOUT OUTS! 
First to long time San Francisco UltraViolet reader 

Lloyd. He introduced himself to Kate and Deni on an SF 
May Day march when he saw that the sign they were car-
rying said “LAGAI.” He said he’d been a reader/subscriber 
for over 30 years and was an old friend of Tede Mathews, a 
friend, poet and activist extraordinaire who died from AIDS 
in 1993. Thanks for bringing Tede’s spirit to that march and 
great to meet you Lloyd!

Then our shout out to 2 lesbian UltraViolet readers in-
side, one from CIW and the other from a Southern California 
county jail, who each wrote to UV about being proud lesbians 
and sharing UV with other lesbians inside. Stay strong! and 
send more news and ideas to UV. Great to hear from you.  

WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF 
WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF
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by Deeg
Although both my mother and I were/are lifelong activ-

ists/revolutionaries, I only ever went on two demonstrations 
with her. The first, which I’ll explain later, was when I was 
12 in 1963, and demanded desegregation of new york city’s 
specialized public high schools. The second was in 1970, and 
was the last big abortion demonstration in new york before 
the state legislature legalized abortion. Until her death, my 
mother remained an abortion rights activist.

According to the Guttmacher Institute, from January 
1 to May 31 of this year, twelve states have passed a total 
of 26 laws, which did things like banning abortions at any 
time in the pregnancy except where the person’s life was at 
risk (alabama), to banning the use of medical instruments to 
perform abortions, to bans at six weeks, 8 weeks, 18 weeks, or 
when a fetal heartbeat can be detected. Some additional bans 
will be triggered automatically if Roe v. Wade is overturned. 

And still, on May 21, I was one of less than 500 people 
who attended a noon rally at the SF city hall steps, that was 
one of the over 400 “Stop the Bans” nationwide protests that 
day. The speeches were good in SF – a speaker from the SF 
Human Rights Commission comparing forced pregnancy to 
pregnancy forced on enslaved Black women in this country. 
But still, less than 500 people in SF? Less than a thousand 
in Seattle? There were over 100,000 people on that 1970 
march in NYC.  

The struggle for abortion was a sentinel struggle of the 
1960s movements for social justice, and many of us in the 
UV community participated in it. It still seems incredible that 
anyone would think that they had a right to determine what 
a woman, or any person with a uterus, did with that uterus, 
but until 1967 no state recognized a person’s right to have an 
abortion. In 1967 Colorado became the first state to decrimi-
nalize abortion in cases of rape, incest, or in which pregnancy 
would lead to “permanent physical disability.” This law was 
quickly followed by similar actions in California, Oregon, 
and North Carolina. In 1970, Hawaii became the first state 
to legalize abortions on demand. New york state repealed its 
abortion law in 1970 permitting abortion up to the 24th week 
of pregnancy. That year, Washington State became the first 
state to legalize early term abortions through a referendum. 

The movement for abortion embodied many of the 
challenges in the women’s movement at the time. Was the 
fight only about legalizing abortion for the mostly white 
women who could afford it, or was the movement was about 
reproductive rights, including the right NOT to be forc-
ibly sterilized, a practice that was commonly done to poor 
women, particularly women of color. Was it about the right 
to have sufficient guaranteed income that a person could 
actually make a choice to have a child? Did it include the 
sexual and reproductive rights of lesbians? Did it include an 
acknowledgement and reparations for Planned Parenthood 
founder Margaret Sanger’s collusion with Gregory Pinkus 
and G.D. Searle pharmaceuticals (now owned by Pfizer) in 
the experimentation they had conducted on women in Puerto 
Rico in the 1950s in the development of the birth control pill?

Some of this came to a head at the Women’s National 
Abortion Action Coalition meeting in 1971. WONAAC, led 
by the socialist workers party and the national organization 
for women, refused to include “free abortion on demand” and 
a demand for lesbian rights (the “fourth demand”) in their 
platform although they did include “no forced sterilization” 
and an end to abortion laws. 

Although most histories focus on legislative and legal 
struggles for abortion rights, it was actually the direct actions 
and demonstrations of women’s liberation movement that 
pushed this issue. People disrupted health care institutions 
and government and blocked streets and public buildings. 
Women’s self-help groups like the Jane collective in Chicago, 
and the Our Bodies Our Selves collective in Boston provided 
information about birth control and abortion, and in some 
cases performed procedures. All around the country, and the 
world, gender queer as well as woman-identified women 
were taking out speculums, mirrors and flashlights looking 
at their own, and each other’s cervixes (cervices?). With the 
invention and popularization of the vacuum cannula, first 
trimester abortion became a reality in many cities and towns, 
with or without legalization.  This movement both grew out 
of, and was a motive force behind, a lot of other movements 
for racial, gender and sexual self-determination including the 

lesbian and gay liberation movement.  The women’s move-
ment and the LGBTQQI movements shared not only their 
challenges to gender roles and the nuclear family, but also 
the demand that the government keep their laws and hands 
off our bodies and lives. 

Roe v. Wade was not some misguided activist judges 
permitting the “slaughter” of “millions of innocents” nor was 
it the kindness of liberals in preventing the deaths of desperate 
women through incompetent abortions. Roe v. Wade was the 
quickest way for the patriarchy to try to contain a movement 
that was threatening to take down a lot of institutions. 

Abortion Restrictions
In 1974, the first federal bill restricting access to abor-

tion was introduced, but it wasn’t until 1976 that the “hyde 
amendment” was passed, forbidding most federal funding for 
abortion. Because of court challenges, it didn’t take effect 
until 1980. Between Roe v. Wade’s legalization of abortion in 
1973 until 1980, the joint federal-state Medicaid program was 
paying for roughly 300,000 abortions annually. Currently, 17 
states pay for abortions through state-only Medicaid fund-
ing, including California. The hyde amendment only permits 
federal funding for abortion where the pregnancy endangers 
the person’s life, or is the result of rape or incest.

The hyde amendment is a rider on the health and human 
services budget, and has to be renewed every year. In voting 
for the budget, pro-abortion legislators like Elizabeth Warren, 
Corey Booker, and Kamala Harris, have been voting for the 
rider. But among the 24 announced democratic candidates 
for president (so far), only joe biden actually supported the 
amendment, and he affirmed that support as recently as this 
May. Last week, political pressure forced him to change his 
position, though not to apologize for supporting it all these 
years, or for the harm it caused so many poor women.

Other federal laws restrict access to abortion through 
health insurance. From 1983 to 1993, as part of the appro-
priations bill, federal employees were annually banned from 
choosing a health plan that offered abortion. The democratic 
majority elected with clinton in 1992 stopped this in 1993-
1994, but in 1995 the ban was reinstated, and is still being 
renewed annually. Currently states can ban affordable care 
act marketplace insurance that funds abortion.   

Since a 1992 supreme court decision (Planned Parent-
hood v. Casey) held that states could not impose restrictions 
on abortion that effectively prevent access, the courts have 
sometimes upheld requirements such as waiting periods, 
counseling which may include sonograms and discussions of 
“fetal pain”, counseling or procedures performed only by a 
physician, limitations on the type of facility, requirements for 
parental consent or notice for minors, and permitting physi-
cians or institutions to not perform abortions.  This March, 
the administration issued a final rule further limiting Title X 
funding for family planning. This rule, which is part of the 
defund planned parenthood agenda, may eliminate funding 
to any organization that provides abortion services, even if 
those services aren’t provided at a specific clinic, prohibits 
abortion referrals, requires referral for prenatal services even 
if the person doesn’t intend to continue the pregnancy, and 
requires pregnancy counseling to be provided by a doctor or 
advanced practice professional.  

We have no way of predicting how the new fascist 
majority on the supreme kkkourt will vote on Roe v. Wade 
when one of these bans reaches it. Maybe they will continue 
to peck away at the right to abortion by upholding various 
restrictions, and maybe they will overturn it completely. At 
that point, criminalization of abortion will likely revert to 
the states, although there could be congressional attempts 
to make it a federal crime.

California is one of several states that protects the right 

to abortion. In 1972 California voters passed a constitutional 
right to privacy which has been interpreted to protect abortion 
rights. A 1981 California Supreme Court decision (Commit-
tee to Defend Reproductive Rights v. Myers) overturned state 
restrictions on Medi-Cal abortions, stating that so long as the 
program covered pregnancy services, it had to cover abor-
tion. The majority of the court also said that restricting poor 
women’s access to abortion made them second class citizens. 

In 2002, The legislature passed the California Repro-
ductive Privacy Act, sponsored by lesbian legislator Sheila 
Kuehl, which protects the right to abortion and other repro-
ductive health decisions, and officially repealed the 1967 
law which had been overturned by Roe v. Wade. But all of 
this can go away. In 2005, 2006, and 2008 voters rejected 
initiatives that would have required parental consent. In 
2018, a proposed constitutional amendment, the “California 
Abortion as First-Degree Murder Initiative” failed to gather 
enough signatures for the ballot. But in California, where it 
only takes a simple majority on an initiative to change the 
constitution, while it takes a 2/3 vote to fund schools, there 
is no sure thing. 

Terrorism against abortion providers and clinics, as well 
as state licensing restrictions, have led to a functional lack of 
legal abortion services, such as exists in Missouri, where the 
only abortion provider remains in business only by the grace 
of a federal injunction. According to the Guttmacher Institute 
five percent of women in California live in a county with no 
abortion provider, while 43 percent of Texans are without 
a provider. Ninety percent of u.s. counties do not have an 
abortion provider. Organizations such as Access: Women’s 
Health Justice in the Bay Area are part of a nationwide net-
work trying to maintain abortion access including supporting 
the travel of either patients or doctors. 

Decades ago, the patriarchy offered legalization of abor-
tion, but not equal access, or racial and economic justice. 
That was Roe. It is to their credit that the main abortion 
organizations have continued to fight for access in Medicaid 
and other insurance and fighting the many forms of abortion 
restrictions. But the small turnout on the Stop the Bans day 
of action, is evidence that this fight has to get back to the 
streets and the clinics. 

As queers, including lesbians and gender queers who 
have never been at risk of pregnancy (except perhaps, through 
the dreaded parthenogenesis), we have a tremendous stake 
in the outcome of this abortion battle.

The NYC Specialized High Schools 
Oh, and about specialized high schools in new york. In 

the early 1960’s as legal segregation was being challenged 
in southern states, the civil rights movement took on de facto 
segregation in northern cities. Often school segregation was 
due to housing segregation, and the movement to integrate 
schools involved bussing, and then magnet schools. 

New york city had specialized high schools which 
admitted students city-wide based on examinations. There 
were three science focused high schools – Brooklyn Tech, 
Stuyvesant and the Bronx High School of Science. Only Sci-
ence admitted girls. Science was also, not coincidentally, the 
high school that Kwame Ture (Stokely Carmichael), one of 
the early Black Power leaders attended. I started at Science 
in 1965, the first year in which the school was required to 
admit 10 percent (100) Black students.  This policy continued 
for many years, and the student body became more diverse, 
through about 1982 when Black and Latino/Puerto Rican 
enrollment started to decline. 

The percentage of Black students has now fallen to 3 
percent at Science, 6 percent at Brooklyn Tech, and 1 percent 
at Stuyvesant, although in 1980 Black enrollment at Brooklyn 
Tech was 35 percent. One cause for this is that students from 
middle and upper middle class families are now preparing 
for these high school entrance exams through expensive pre-
paratory classes. Another factor is that enrichment programs 
in low income, Black and Puerto Rican neighborhoods have 
been discontinued. This is the basis for deblasio’s proposal 
to eliminate the entrance exams.        

Free Abortion on Demand
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Thanks Slingshot!
LAGAI thanks Slingshot for their generous 
donations to UltraViolet. Every year they give 
money from the sale of their calendars to dif-
ferent community groups and we are honored 
to be one of them. Slingshot is a quarterly, 
independent, radical newspaper published 
in the East Bay since 1988 by the Slingshot 
Collective. Subscriptions are free to USA 
prisoners.  Slingshot accepts submissions 
of articles, artwork, calendar items, spots to 
add to the radical contact list, suggestions 
for distribution, and thoughts about what they 
should be doing next. Write them at PO Box 
3051, Berkeley CA 94703.
We love y’all, Slingshot Collective!

but that’s not as easy as it sounds either.
Once their asylum claims have been filed, they cannot 

be deported before their case is heard, which can also take 
a while. They can get work authorization about four to six 
months after their claim is filed (we’ve heard variously 130 
and 150 days), but most have no resources so they need to 
work under the table. Apparently doing so, even if they’re 
caught, will not jeopardize their asylum claim, but could 
cause other problems. Most asylum seekers do work, but 
most of the organizations that work with asylum seekers say 
they cannot connect them with either work or housing until 
they actually get asylum. There are some training programs 
specifically for refugees, including 1951 Coffee, named after 
the 1951 u.n. refugee convention, which trains and sometimes 
hires refugees to work in the coffee industry, but participants 
need to have their work authorization already.

A lawyer who works with Oasis told me that most people 
find work opportunities through other undocumented im-
migrants – friends or family members they might be staying 
with. So people living with sponsors who aren’t from those 
communities may actually be at a disadvantage in that regard. 
The San Francisco Day Labor Program, Women’s Collective 
and Oakland Day Labor Program connect people with jobs in 
construction, maintenance, moving, and cleaning. Workers 
are paid directly by the employers, in cash, and documents 
are not required. The Oakland Day Labor program used to 
dispatch workers out of a center but now uses phone apps to 
dispatch directly from sits like the Home Depot parking lot, 
where Amanda spoke to workers who said they get $25 an 
hour, but they might wait all day for a couple hours’ work, 
if that.

There are a lot of organizations that give free food, 
and several groundbreaking programs for LGBT refugees. 
East Bay Sanctuary Covenant is home to OLAS, the LGBT 
Organization for Support and Solidarity, which offers low-
cost, no-one turned away weekend workshops and retreats 
for LGBT Latin American immigrants and asylum seekers, 
led by qualified mental health professionals. Somos Familia, 
an LGBT Latino/a/x youth program, and the youth program 
at the LGBT Center in San Francisco all offer peer and pro-
fessional-led support groups. La Raza Centro Legal provides 
thorough, comprehensive and respectful health care, includ-
ing mental health care, and Highland Hospital in Oakland and 
San Francisco General typically have Spanish speaking staff 
on hand to handle emergency care. Asylum seekers are able 
to get Medi-Cal for emergency care and coverage through 
Healthy San Francisco or Alameda Health PAC.

Emergency housing, however, is virtually nonexistent. 
When one couple was in danger of being homeless, the Nueva 
Esperanza accompaniment coordinator suggested trying to 
find a “LGBT-friendly” shelter, but said the only one she 
actually knew of was full. Most shelters have waiting lists, 
or only allow people to stay there for a day or so. I tried to 
contact a church that sometimes offers emergency housing 
for immigrants. It took them a week to get back to me – so 
you can’t have a real emergency – and they said “there has 
to be a plan in place for where they will be going before we 
can accept them.” So that’s helpful if you just have a short 
gap in available housing, but where can you stay while you’re 
trying to get that next move lined up?

My naïve impression when I started working on this 
issue was that there would be some kind of one-stop shop 
where people could go when they first arrive in the Bay, and 
they could hook up with people who had been in their situ-
ation, understood where they were coming from and what 
they needed, and could help them make a list of everything 
they needed to accomplish – passports, health care, housing, 
legal help, medical care, English classes, job counseling and 
training, trauma care, social life – and a timeline for how 
to work on it so it wouldn’t be so overwhelming, and then 
well-intentioned people like me could volunteer to help them 
get from one appointment or activity to another from time 
to time, and provide some financial assistance until they can 

support themselves. But even if someone new to the 
area, with scant English and not that many market-
able skills, could manage to get work that would 
cover their expenses in the high priced Bay Area, that 
comprehensive social service center does not exist. 
The closest thing in Oakland seems to be Catholic 
Worker House, which has two full-time case manag-
ers to help about twenty people at a time, which is 
great but obviously not up to the potential challenge 
of massive numbers of arrivals.

When they are not busy prosecuting people for 
leaving water in the desert, the Evil Empire is fulfill-
ing its promise to dump hundreds or thousands of 
asylum seekers in sanctuary cities. Activists we’ve 
spoken to in El Paso and San Bernardino say they are 
being overwhelmed trying to feed and shelter people 
being dumped in their cities by ICE without any resources or 
anywhere to go. If they start busing people to Oakland and 
San Francisco, we will be woefully unprepared.

Queers for Open Borders, which was the name of our 

Immigration up close and personal
continued from page 3

Johana Medina Leon came to the US from El Salvador 
because she wanted to work as a nurse and as a woman.  In 
her home country she was not allowed to live and work openly 
as a transgender woman. On April 11th after waiting 2 months 
in Juarez, Mexico Johana went to the Paso del Norte Port of 
Entry in El Paso where she was arrested by ICE officials and 
sent to the Otero trans pod detention facility in New Mexico.  
On May 18 Johana passed the credible fear interview and was 
well on her way to being granted asylum but that was not 
to be thanks to the failure of the for-profit detention center 
that the u.s. contracts with to hold immigrants in cruel and 
inhumane conditions.

In 2017 the u.s. opened several trans pods for hous-
ing trans women migrants separately from male prisoners.  
Management and Training Corporation (MTC) operates the 
Otero facility in New Mexico where Johana and hundreds 
of transgender women are housed.  MTC is the third larg-
est for- profit prison company in the u.s. and is repeatedly 
accused of dangerous conditions, mistreatment, abuse and 
other infractions.  Women face medical neglect, a lack of 
mental health services, discrimination, and abusive use of 
solitary confinement.  Johana was sick with complications 
from HIV/AIDS and asked for medical attention for weeks.  
She needed IV medication that the prison officials refused to 
give her because they didn’t have anyone trained to administer 
the IV fluid.  Johana told them she could give herself the IV 
as she was a nurse but they refused to help her until on May 
28th she was found unconscious in her cell.  Only then did 
they transfer her to a hospital in El Paso where she died on 
June 1. Johana was 25 years old. ICE actually paroled her on 
the way to the hospital so later they could claim she didn’t 
die in ICE custody.

It has been just a little over a year since Roxsana Hernan-
dez, another transgender asylum seeker,  died in ICE custody 
under similar circumstances.  An independent autopsy found 
evidence of physical abuse on her body and the Transgender 
Law Center has filed a wrongful death lawsuit against ICE.  
More than two dozen adults and six children have died in 
ICE custody since 2017. Transgender migrants held by ICE 
report high levels of physical and sexual abuse.  The food 
is inadequate and there is little or no access to basic medi-
cal care.  Transgender people in detention are often held in 
solitary confinement for prolonged periods of time.

According to Diversidad sin Fronteras (DSF), four trans 
women have lost their asylum cases in the last few months.  
They were being detained in the newest trans pod in Pearsall, 
TX, a part of the South Texas Detention Center.  The trans 
women will appeal the decisions but this can take from 6 
month to a year.  There is no available information about 
where they are now. DSF also reported that 10 trans women 
have won their immigration cases after months of violence 
and discrimination.  They traveled with the 80-member 
caravan of LGBTQ migrants from Central America in the 
fall of 2018.  30 of the women who came through the border 
at Tijuana were immediately detained and sent to the trans 
pod in South Texas that had no experience in housing trans-
gender women.  RAICES is helping the women with finding 
attorneys and sponsors.  RAICES is a nonprofit agency that 
promotes justice by providing free and low-cost legal services 
to underserved immigrant children, families, and refugees.

Meanwhile in cities across the u.s. there have been 4 
murders of transgender women this year.  An unnamed person 
in Detroit, Michelle Washington in Philadelphia, Muhlaysia 
Booker in Dallas, and Claire Legato in Cleveland were 
murdered.  Amber Nicole of Denver was brutally attacked 
and is partially paralyzed.  There were 26 murders last year.  
According to Gay Star News, the life expectancy of a trans 
women of color in the u.s. is 35 years and it is less worldwide.

What Can We Do?
Write your elected officials about the abuse of migrants.  

Tell them to continue Obama’s plan to end all contracts with 
private for-profit prisons.  Support the organizations that are 
helping the people detained with commissary funds, sponsor-
ship and legal help.  Here is a short list:

Diversidad sin Fronteras:  find them on Facebook
Transgender Law Center: PO Box 70976, Oakland, CA 

94612-0976 or call 510-587-9696 or email info@transgen-
derlawcenter.org

Raicies: 1305 N. Flores St., San Antonio, TX 78212. 
When sending paper checks, please include a note with your 
name, email, address, and telephone number.

Sante Fe Dreamers Project:  PO Box 8009, Santa Fe, 
NM 87504

More Murders of Trans Women Migrants

short-lived refugee support network, sounds like a great 
plan, but how do we make it a reality?

IMMIGRATION IS A RIGHT! 
OPEN THE BORDERS!

Don’t put down the newsletter, you haven’t finished reading it yet! We left out the 
plan for the review of the Mueller Report, so we could put this coupon in.  So please 
don't forget to send us your address changes, subscribe your friends and send us any 
money you can spare (just FYI, we have not gotten any donations in a couple issues).

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________Phone:________________
I moved, so please change my address to: ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

This person no longer lives here:_____________________.  Here is a donation of $________ .
Please send a copy to my friend:  _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Return to:  LAGAI, 3543 - 18th Street #26, San Francisco, CA 94110  (510)434-1304, info@lagai.org
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